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Vintage Atlantic Beach Apparatus

Found for sale on eBay, pair of postcards showing vintage Atlantic Beach Fire Department apparatus. Ford/Bean and an International, both
appear from the 1960s. Maybe readers know. Click to slightly enlarge:
 

 

The “bean” looks to be from the mid seventies. The International is a Barton American probably sold by Horace Droghnam of Kenly NC. I think
Jimmy Leonard was the chief when we sold the Ford to them.
Barry Slagle - 04/30/14 - 00:19
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I think…maybe…the International was originally delivered with the fender mounted siren on the roof. Most of the siren-lights that had a rear-
mounted light were, or started out on, the roof.
Motor Dude - 05/01/14 - 18:00
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